The company "IZH-TECHNO" Russian manufacturer of specialized auto parts for off-road vehicles.
In product line parts for Lada NIVA, UAZ, Suzuki, Toyota, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Jeep, Land Rover, KIA etc
Since 2008, we are engaged in research in the field of transmission all-wheel drive vehicles.
We are proud to provide consistently high quality products, provide technical support for our
products, and build effective and long-term relationships with customers and partners!
We are interested in cooperation and expansion of sales geography.

Working conditions for Partners:
1) Making an order: You can place an order on www.izh-techno.ru, or by mail sales@izh-techno.ru
or by phone number 8-800-700-27-10
2) Discounts: The size of the discount provided depends on the amount of the order.
At the orders amount:
up to 1000 euro the discount will be 10%
up to 2000 euro the discount will be 15%
more than 2000 euro the discount will be 20%
* Discount is calculated at a time at each order and does not apply to subsequent orders.

3) Payment: We work for 100% prepayment on the company's current bank account. For
international orders we accept PayPal.
4) Delivery: Delivery in Russia is carried out by transport companies (Energy, Business Lines), as well
as by the EMS Post of Russia worlwide. Delivery to the terminal of the transport company is carried out
at our expense. The services of the transport company are paid by the beneficiary directly upon receipt
of the goods.
5) Warranty: All products are covered by a one-year warranty from the date the goods are delivered
to the consumer. All warranty cases are considered only by the manufacturer.

Capabilities:
1) For partners of the company we provide the opportunity to be placed on the site www.izh-techno.ru
in the section "Dealers". To do this, provide contact information and a logo (if any)*. Also we post news
about dealers at our accounts in social networks: facebook, instagram, youtube.
* We reserve the right to decide which of the partners will be placed in the "Dealers" section.

2) We provide our partners with promotional and marketing materials for placement at points of sale.
Feel free to contact us!
Sincerely, IZH-TECHNO Company

